
     Original               Thermo       

    Thermo Hunter                 Thermo Mini-Hunter

           Thermo Extreme     Thermo King Size

 Multimate  - the advanced Jerven Bag                   

The single layer, light 
Jerven bag (without lining)
Which ought to be the 
steady companion on any 
tour. Big enough to sit in, 
and excellent as a rain 
cover, for both you and
the backpack.

Areas of use:
Small game hunting, 
fi shing, tours in the woods 
and the mountains. For 
lighter tours, during the
milder seasons.

Produces condensation.

Weight: About 650 grams.

NOTICE: Rescuefl ag and 
Armcovers included in 
price.

The big game hunter’s 
best friend. This one is so 
long you may lie in it. 
The Jerven bag, Thermo
Hunter has become the 
Military’s most popular 
model.
Use it as a poncho, wind-
sack or sleeping bag/
sleeping bag reinforce-
ment.

For all year use.

Also avaiable as Rescue-
model in sharp orange.

Padding: 80 gr. per m².
Weight: About 1500 gr.

NOTICE: Rescuefl ag,
Armcovers and Cushion-
bag included in price.

Identical to The Jerven 
bag Thermo Hunter, but 
this one has an extra thick
padding. Special bag, pref-
erably to be used as 
an extra warm wind sack, 
or as a sleeping bag/
sleeping bag reinforce-
ment.
For all year use.

Also avaiable as Rescue-
model in sharp orange.
 
Padding: 200 grams pr m².
Weight: About 2000 gr.

NOTICE: Rescuefl ag,
Armcovers and Cushion-
bag included in price.

This one gives room for 
two persons. Or as quick 
and easy bag tent for one.
This is the right Jerven 
bag for you, who wants 
room for most everything.
First choice for many
expeditions, including
to the South Pole.

For all year use.

Padding:
80 grams per m².
Weight: About 1900 gr.

NOTICE: Rescuefl ag,
Armcovers and Cushion-
bag included in price.

The advanced Jerven bag. Here 
you may take the lining out and/or 
put it on, as needed. Use it as a 
simple, unlined bag, or as a warm 
thermo bag.

In addition, this bag is constructed
in such a way, that you, be means
of Multimate Tent pack, may make 
a real two-person’ tunnel tent.

(You only get the Multimate Tent 
pack direct from Jerven)

Padding: 80 grams per m².
Weight: Unlined about 900 grams.
incl. lining, about 2000 grams.

NOTICE: Rescuefl ag,
Armcovers and Cushionbag 
included in price.

Identical to The Jerven bag 
Original, but this one is 
lined, and padded in 
addition. Warmer, more 
comfortable and the 
condensation problem is 
gone.

This applies, by the way,
to all the thermo bags. 
If you’re 6’3” or more bare-
foot, you ought to choose 
a larger Jerven bag. For all 
year use.

Padding: 80 grams per m².
Weight: About 1300 grams.

NOTICE: Rescuefl ag,
Armcovers and Cushion-
bag included in price.

          Coming soon...
With pole-channles.

Use it as an Jerven Bag 
og as an tent*

(*Notice: you need a
Multimate Tent-Kit)
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10 YEAR WARRANTY!

This person 
is 180 cm tall.

Forrest-camo product-nr: 1000
Olivengreen product-nr: 1001 
Mountain-camo product-nr: 1002

The Jerven BagThe Jerven Bag

Removeable lining.

Forrest-camo product-nr: 1006
Mountain-camo product-nr: 1007

Forrest-camo product-nr: 1030
Mountain-camo product-nr: 1031
Rescue/orange product-nr: 1035

Forrest-camo product-nr: 1020
Mountain-camo product-nr: 1021

Forrest-camo product-nr: 1034
Mountain-camo product-nr: 1033
Rescue/orange product-nr: 1032

Olivengreen product-nr: 6110
Mountain-camo product-nr: 6010


